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EDITOR’S NOTE: ‘In This Together,’ seeks to 
raise awareness about the complex issues 
of sexual violence. We asked the Iowa State 
community to share perspectives in various 
mediums as survivors, bystanders and allies. 
The initiative is a partnership between the 
Iowa State Daily, Green Dot and the Marga-
ret Sloss Women’s Center.
Tinder is holding it’s  rst nation-
wide college competition. The most 
“right-swiped” school wins a perfor-
mance from Cardi B. 
A tuition increase of 3.8 percent 
has been proposed for the next 
academic year by the Iowa Board of 
Regents. 
SWIPE RIGHT FOR CARDI B TUITION INCREASE
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NEWS (C)
It happens 
way too often
BY ANONYMOUS
It happens way too often, to so many around us
With people we don’t know or people that we trust
So many gymnasts on that team
So many actresses with a dream
A student behind a dumpster
A young girl and her abductor
The time has run out
For the abuse, the blaming, the doubt
For the sake of the children, the women, the men
Time is up for the abusers, for all of them
When you get that email, a regulatory noti cation of a crime
To you it’s just an email, to someone it brings them back to that time
A time they’re probably working to overcome, to decipher
When they were a victim, no, when they were a survivor
I think of that night, after a high school dance
He’s cute and he likes you, maybe you like him too
But you tell him no, not here, not now, not with you
Tries to pull you upstairs, He can’t take the cue
You’re with someone else and you’re drunk too
But he doesn’t stop, not till he’s through
And then when you’re sleeping, asks his friend to join too
On a couch full of people, somehow nobody knew
It happens too often, this is not new
It could happen to anyone, Hashtag Me Too
Warrior
BY ANONYMOUS
Fifteen. Prom. Virgin. Still feels like a cliche.
Drunk. Raped. Blood. Still feels like violence.
Healing. Friendships. Love. Still feels like strength.
Advocate. Lobby. Fight. I was always a warrior.
Marriage. Kids. Laughter and play. I was always a warrior.
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Boyfriend
BY ANONYMOUS
I thought I knew him but I guess I 
didn’t, I thought I could trust him but now 
I know better. Just because someone claims 
to love you doesn’t mean they truly do. To 
him “boyfriend” just meant being able to 
get what you want when you wanted it. 
Who cares if she doesn’t want it, this is 
supposed to be for me right?
Who cares if she says no?
I will just hit her, bother her, be mad at 
her until she stops fighting and let me get 
what’s mine.
If she should just let me get what I want 
we wouldn’t have this problem.
Right?
WRONG.
I don’t know
BY ANONYMOUS
When I was in my freshman year I met a 
guy at a party with some friends. We start-
ed talking over Facebook and we agreed to 
hang out at his place. We watched a movie 
and truthfully I wanted to do some stuff, 
but when he started touching me I got 
really uncomfortable because it was clear 
he wanted to do stuff I was not comfortable 
with. I pulled away and said I wasn’t down 
to do anything. As I moved for the door 
he forced me away and forced me on top 
of him attempting to unbuckle my pants. 
I was able to pull myself away and made it 
more clear I wasn’t comfortable. He took 
the hint and stopped and let me grab my 
shoes and left immediately. He texted me 
the next day apologizing for being so ag-
gressive and said he understood if I didn’t 
want to see him again. I said I was okay 
and didn’t care. To this day I am not sure 
if and to what extent it affects me. I am 
not even sure I would call what happened 
sexual assault. I think it might have to do 
with the fact that I am a male survivor 
or something. I don’t know. I have never 
really talked about it with anyone because 
I didn’t feel like it counted as sexual assault. 
I don’t know. 
My work 
BY ANONYMOUS
My story is why I am an advocate for 
survivors and sexual assault awareness. 
When I was five and seven years old, I was 
touched sexually by a cousin and a teenage 
boy whose family lived with my mom. The 
first time that I ever had anyone touch me 
inappropriately, I did not know what they 
were doing was wrong. In my first experi-
ence, my cousin asked if I wanted to have 
a blow job. He told me that it was okay 
and normal to do, but when they touched 
me I knew that it was not okay. I do not 
remember the exact words that I used, 
but it was along the lines of “please stop.” 
While they stopped, I never talked about 
it with anyone because I did not want to 
get in trouble. I didn’t even know what 
had happened, but I knew it did not feel 
okay and was unsure of what my family’s 
reaction would be.
The second time that I was touched 
inappropriately, I was seven. A teenager 
and his family lived with my mom in our 
house. We shared a bedroom and had a 
bunk-bed together. One day he asked me if 
I wanted something that he learned about; 
not knowing what he was talking about, I 
said yes. He told me to pull down my pants 
and bend over. When his penis touched my 
back, I said “I do not want to do this” and 
moved away. He said not to tell anyone. 
They moved out shortly after.
Both of these situations went unat-
tended as I went throughout my life, but I 
know that they affected how I was willing 
to engage in all-male circles, engage in-
timately with my partner and even be in 
relation with other individuals. I always 
felt guarded and unwilling to be in spaces 
freely. It was not until I was in college 
and that those memories came back like a 
freight train and collided with other issues 
I was experiencing at the same time.
My mental health was at an all time low.
“What is wrong with me?” and “Why 
did I let it happen?” were questions I 
asked myself every day. It was a never 
ending cycle of torment, but I was still so 
ashamed to talk about it, even to my fiance. 
This affected so many aspects of my life 
that I truly believed that I would commit 
suicide and end all of the pain that I was 
experiencing. One day it clicked; I said to 
myself, “I am over having anxiety about 
who I am, I am done letting this control my 
life.” I asked my fiance to talk and let her 
know my experience. She asked “if I ever 
told anyone before” and I said “no.” That 
moment transformed my life. I knew that 
as long as I lived I would work to make sure 
that no other kid would go through what I 
had gone through, that my work would be 
rooted in assisting those who have expe-
rienced sexual assault and sexual violence.
Witnessing 
the impact of 
sexual assault
BY NATASHA GREENE
As an Iowa State student, I witnessed 
the tremendous impact sexual violence 
can have on a victim’s happiness, academic 
success and overall wellbeing. I saw it im-
pact far too many survivors, and I watched 
fellow students and community members 
make the traumatic impact worse by their 
reactions.
As a victim advocate, I saw the deep 
and profound impact of sexual and rela-
tionship violence in our community on a 
regular basis. I worked with and alongside 
survivors of all ages, but spent much of my 
advocacy career working with children, 
teens and college students. I witnessed 
first-hand the way systems either empow-
ered survivors’ healing, or didn’t, depending 
on the response. I heard survivors recount 
the re-victimization of being blamed or 
shamed by their significant others, friends, 
family and “the system.”
In particular, I noticed that for survivors 
who interacted with the criminal justice 
system, the way they were treated by law 
enforcement impacted their healing pro-
cess greatly. 
In communities where officers seemed 
too busy, uninterested or asked questions 
from a state of disbelief and blame, it 
compacted the disbelief survivors felt from 
our society as a whole and their individual 
support systems. Disclosing victimization 
from any power-based violence is an in-
credibly difficult and complex decision for 
many survivors. When officers take time 
to listen and show empathy, the positive 
impact is clear and evident.
As an officer, I continue to see the dev-
astation power-based personal violence 
leaves in our community. 
Efforts on campus, including Green 
Dot and Start By Believing, are important 
reminders that many of us want the future 
to look differently. They are also initiatives 
that give students, faculty, staff and the 
community tangible strategies and tools 
to make a difference. We each have a role 
in ending power-based violence and the 
structures that silence survivors. 
Explore what strengths you have to offer 
and find a way to positively impact Iowa 
State University and add your own green 
dots to our campus.
 CONTINUED FROM  pg1
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The blue folder
BY ANONYMOUS
The folder gave me back control.
The blue folder nestled between my 
engineering textbook and marketing notes 
allowed me to escape.
The nondescript blue folder in my back-
pack given to me by the police and AC-
CESS – which was standard procedure 
for any sexual assault victim, after I’d 
spent three raw hours sitting with them 
struggling through sobs to convey repeated 
sexual assault from someone I’d thought 
was a friend, who I had class with, who I’d 
cut off contact from six months before but 
he just kept coming up around campus, in 
class, in group projects, around my apart-
ment and oh my god I just can’t get rid of 
him - gave me back my freedom.
The nondescript blue folder told me 
“it is very normal to feel fear, shock, guilt, 
self-blame, and anger after an assault” 
after I’d been bottling everything up for 
months and months and couldn’t take the 
stomach-knotting panic and fear that I was 
going to see him and I wasn’t going to be 
able to save myself and it would happen 
again every time I was walking home alone 
at night or in broad daylight and finally 
talked to a Sexual Assault Response Team.
In the blue folder, next to the Title XI 
information packet, Law Enforcement 
Reporting Options, and Sexual Assault 
Exam Services, was power. I didn’t even 
have to proceed any farther if I didn’t want 
to – there’s a case number and contact 
information if I ever choose to start an 
investigation into the most fu**ed up year 
and a half of my life. This scum of the 
earth human had no control over my life 
anymore because now I have cards to play.
The words “this is not your fault” from 
the police officer: the first person I’d told 
ever that this had happened to me. The 
Wheel of Power and Control: I realized 
how absolutely fu**ed up my friendship 
with this asshole was. The blue folder: 
validation that I was not okay, and that it 
was okay to be not okay.
The shaky, scared me that was hiding 
in the background trying to calm her 
screaming mind was okay. The day-to-day 
me just trying to keep busy and not stop 
to think or process was okay. The angry, 
fearless me who wanted to hit this fu**er 
with a baseball bat was okay.
I am scared. I am proud. I am overcom-
ing. I am pissed as hell.
And all it took was a single blue folder.
You never 
think it’s 
going to 
happen to 
you
BY ANONYMOUS
When I was in fourth grade I was mo-
lested by my grandfather. He told me not 
to tell anybody, and I didn’t until he tried 
it with my sister and she told my parents. 
I can never decide whether or not to con-
sider it sexual abuse, because it wasn’t rape 
or anything. Because of that, it’s been hard 
for me to deal with the affects it’s had on 
my life, because I’m not sure if I’m just 
crazy or freaking out over something that 
wasn’t a big deal in the first place.
You never truly understand the phrase 
“you never think it ’s gonna happen to 
you” until it does. I remember each year 
in elementary school they taught us what 
was a “good touch” and “bad touch,” and 
looking back at it now I don’t understand 
how I missed all the signs. After it all came 
out, I went through therapy and just tried 
to forget about it. That was just what I 
thought I was supposed to do. Now I’m not 
sure, because I see how it has affected me 
in everyday life. Ever since then, I feel like 
I’ve developed an anxiety disorder, because 
it’s like in every moment I’m just waiting 
for another terrible thing to happen so I 
can get over it and move on. 
The worst thing about it is that I con-
tinue to blame myself for it; that I let it 
happen to my younger sister; that I didn’t 
recognize the signs enough to prevent her 
from getting hurt. That’s what kills me the 
most. I haven’t told anyone here, I don’t 
know if it’s worth telling anybody. I mean, 
it’s all been taken care of and I don’t know 
if my story can really help anyone. My so-
rority literally supports domestic violence 
awareness, and whenever we go around 
in a circle and explain why we chose this 
particular one, I feel as though I can never 
share my true reason, because I’m not sure 
what people will think. I don’t even think 
it will matter.
ARTWORK BY SOFIA CAMILLE GATAPIA
Artwork submitted for the In This Together project on sexual violence.
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POLICE BLOTTER
IOWA STATE DAILY BUSINESS DIRECTORY
4.2.18
An officer investigated a property damage collision at 40 
Schilletter Village (reported at 8:07 a.m.).
An officer assisted an individual who was experiencing med-
ical difficulties at Helser Hall (reported at 8:22 a.m.).
An individual reported the theft of a bicycle at Oak Hall 
(reported at 1:21 p.m.).
An officer investigated a property damage collision at Lot 62 
(reported at 2:40 p.m.).
An officer checked on the welfare of an individual at Wallace 
Hall (reported at 3:40 p.m.).
An individual reported damage to a restroom at Memorial 
Union (reported at 10:41 p.m.).
The Iowa State Daily welcomes comments and suggestions 
or complaints about errors that warrant correction. To submit 
a correction, please contact our editor at 515-294-5688 or via 
email at editor@iowastatedaily.com.
CORRECTIONS
CAMPUS
CROSSWORD
Jackson Cleaning Service
Call us at 231-3649
•Residential Cleaning
•Getting Your Home
Ready For the Market
•Windows
•Deep Cleaning
• Sorority& Fraternity
References • Insured & Bonded • 27 Years Experience • Gift Cards Available
• RENTALS: 
Guaranteed Your Rental
Deposit Back!
Complete the grid so each row, column and 3-by-3 box (in bold 
borders) contains every digit, 1 to 9. For strategies on how to 
solve Sudoku, visit www.sudoku.org.uk
SUDOKU BY  THE MEPHAM GROUP
Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle 
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis
FOR RELEASE OCTOBER 25, 2013
ACROSS
1 City SE of Milan
5 Station occupant
8 Extended stays
14 Dept. with a sun
on its seal
15 Dish made in an
oven called an
imu
16 With 66-Across,
author of this
puzzle’s quote
17 Some museum
work
18 Start of a quote
20 Super stars?
22 Sitting setting
23 Quote, part 2
25 “Hear, hear!”
26 Self-obsessed
sort
29 Grub
31 Legal
appurtenance?
32 Barbary __
33 Medium
37 Rich dessert
39 “Hold it!”
40 Quote, part 3
42 “... ’Tis a pageant /
To keep __ false
gaze”: “Othello”
43 __ coffee
45 They can be
wound up
47 Green shade
48 Hosp. readout
50 Incentives to
cooperate
51 Tee sizes: Abbr.
52 “It’s __!”:
ballgame cry
54 Quote, part 4
58 Goes right, e.g.
60 It sometimes
results in a
double play
61 End of the quote
65 Dominion
66 See 16-Across
67 NYC subway
overseer
68 Three-point B,
say
69 Shakespearean
title character
70 Handy skill for a
gambler?
71 Leave in
DOWN
1 British
singer/songwriter
Lewis
2 Source of some
rings
3 Probe, with “into”
4 Feds concerned
with returns
5 Pro concerned
with returns
6 Expressions of
wonder
7 Two-figure
sculpture
8 Dramatic
revelations
9 Medieval helmet
10 Novel that begins
in the Marquesas
Islands
11 Bug for payment
12 Member of the
genus Anguilla
13 Not straight
19 Legion
21 Richard of “A
Summer Place”
24 Worry
26 Kurdish relative
27 __ nerve
28 Hammer parts
30 More jargony
33 Salty bagful
34 “Don Juan
DeMarco” setting
35 Bit of checkpoint
deception
36 Organ that may
be caught
38 Rural-urban
transition area
41 Sent by
44 Missionary’s
target
46 Gem mined
mostly in
Australia
49 All smiles
53 HBO series set in
New Orleans
55 Greenland native
56 “Ally McBeal”
lawyer
57 Welcome
58 D-Day city
59 York et al.: Abbr.
61 Legal org.
62 One of the Poor
Clares
63 Memorable
Giant
64 Orthodontist’s
concern
Thursday’s Puzzle Solved
By Jacob Stulberg 10/25/13
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OPINION
OPINION 05
Soccer is the world’s favorite sport, and its most pres-
tigious international tournament, the World Cup, is 
taking place this summer — in Russia.
While there is a great deal of controversy over the 
prospect of a Russian World Cup, especially with the 
various international incidents that the host nation 
seems eager to cause, I would like to take a look to the 
World Cup of 2022, which will be hosted in Qatar.
The prospect of a Qatari World Cup is a testament 
to the bone-deep corruption of FIFA; allowing Qatar 
to host the World Cup is a logistical nightmare which 
involves immense expenditures for national soccer fed-
erations, to say nothing of the detestable human rights 
violations being committed.
Qatar’s bid to host the 2022 World Cup was selected 
by the FIFA Executive Committee in 2010; two of its 
members were suspended before the vote even began 
due to allegations of corruption regarding their votes. 
Qatar is the smallest nation to ever host a World Cup, 
and this will be the first World Cup they have the 
privilege of playing in - simply by virtue of being the 
host nation. Since their bid succeeded, there have been 
major shakeups in the executive echelon of soccer - the 
largest of which was long-serving FIFA President Sepp 
Blatter stepping down amidst an FBI investigation into 
his organization.
As it stands now, the 2022 World Cup is a logistical 
hassle just based on the location alone. When Qatar 
launched their bid in 2009, an evaluation report ex-
pressed concerns about the effect of the summer heat 
on players and spectators, with daytime temperatures 
reaching over 100 degrees Fahrenheit in the summer.
FIFA’s brilliant solution to this?
Hold the World Cup in the winter, during November 
and December. The major problem with this is that the 
vast majority of domestic leagues, including the world’s 
top six leagues, are in full swing during the winter. Ad-
ditionally, the UEFA Champions League, the world’s 
premier international club competition, also schedules 
matches from October to December.
National associations will have to rework their entire 
2022-2023 season schedule around the World Cup, 
and clubs have already voiced their concerns about the 
prospective arrangements.
Karl-Heinz Rummenigge, who represents 214 clubs 
in his capacity as the head of the European Club Asso-
ciation, warned that “The European clubs and leagues 
cannot be expected to bear the costs for such resched-
uling. We expect the clubs to be compensated for the 
damage that a final decision would cause.”
But more important are the various and widespread 
accusations of human rights violations.
Qatar is currently spending billions of dollars on in-
frastructure and construction for eight new stadiums and 
has imported hundreds of thousands of migrant workers 
from India, Nepal and Bangladesh for their projects.
When they enter the country, they are immediately 
subject to the Qatari kafala system, a controversial set 
of laws that force migrant workers to obtain their em-
ployer’s permission to change jobs or leave the country.
This is not the first time that FIFA has had to deal 
with the kafala system. In 2013, French footballer Zahir 
Belounis was trapped in the Gulf nation for almost three 
years amidst a dispute over unpaid wages. He appealed 
to 2022 World Cup ambassadors Zinedine Zidane and 
Pep Guardiola, as well as to then-President Blatter, but 
received the same response: there was nothing they 
could do.
Trapped in Doha with his wife and daughter, and 
his bank account steadily running out, Belounis was 
reportedly contemplating suicide. Even so, he had a 
fairly substantial pool of resources to draw from to fund 
his family’s expenses, and he was eventually released.
But how much more severe must the plight of 
migrant workers trapped by this draconian system be?
A report by the International Trade Union Con-
federation (ITUC) on the kafala system includes the 
perspective of a worker from the Philippines who says 
that “we are afraid to complain to the authorities. We 
see that workers who do complain are either blacklist-
ed, deported or threatened. Our managers told us that 
workers who go on strike get deported within 12 hours.”
A further investigation from Human Rights Watch 
reveals that workers bound by the kafala system often 
live in squalid camps unfit even for housing animals, 
work all day in sweltering build sites that FIFA has 
deemed unsafe for players and spectators and often 
suffer both fraud and wage theft. The death toll so far 
across the country is estimated at 1,200 and is projected 
to rise to 4,000 by 2022.
Is this a justifiable cost to play a simple game?
FIFA - who is now very tellingly sponsored by the 
state-owned airline Qatar Airways - astonishingly only 
had this to say: “FIFA is in regular contact with the 
Qatar 2022 local organizing committee and the supreme 
committee for delivery & legacy handling matters relat-
ing to the 2022 FIFA World Cup.”
Qatar should not 
host the World Cup
BY SANDEEP.STANLEY
@iowastatedaily.com
Would be a logistical nightmare
COURTESY OF WIKIMEDIA COMMONS
The FIFA Executive Committee announced that Qatar, Russia will be hosting the 2022 FIFA Worl Cup. 
In March 2018, Ben Carson, Secretary of 
The Department of Urban Housing and 
Development (HUD), implemented a pol-
icy shift that will reverse Obama admin-
istration policies that erase racial, ethnic 
and income segregation in development 
projects and federally subsidized housing.
This move would reduce federal efforts 
to enforce fair housing laws and sideline 
officials who are aggressively pursuing civil 
rights cases.
As a Trump appointee, it makes perfect 
sense that Ben Carson would be working to 
reverse any Obama-era policy, even if that 
policy was helping people. Trump has been 
on a crusade to make sure that he undos 
everything Obama put in place, and that fact 
that Ben Carson is helping in that mission 
is no surprise.
As an African American man, it makes 
absolutely no sense as to why Carson would 
make this policy change. These changes are 
taking us backwards, not forwards. This 
decision benefits no one. As a country that 
is trying to solve racial tensions, not make 
them worse, this policy change is unapolo-
getically racist and damaging.
It also makes no sense that Carson would 
remove the words like “inclusive” and “free 
from discrimination” from HUD’s mission 
statement. What does that accomplish? 
Carson is fighting against his own interests 
and making it more difficult for the country 
to try to mend racial wounds.
Ultimately, what this all comes back to is 
that Carson isn’t qualified to be the secretary 
of HUD.
Carson has no previous political experi-
ence before he decided to run for president 
in 2016. Secretary of HUD is the first 
government office that he has held, and 
it shows.
Recently, he blamed the purchase of 
a $31,000 dining set for his office on his 
wife. The ISD Editorial Board is sure that 
Mrs. Carson is a lovely and capable wom-
an, but Ben Carson shouldn’t be putting 
that responsibility in her hands in the first 
place. It is his department, not hers, and it 
is his job to make sure his department isn’t 
spending an extravagant amount of money 
on a dining set.
Carson has no experience in government, 
and because of that, Trump is able to control 
and manipulate him however he likes. Car-
son will match Trump’s wishes and policies, 
even if they go against his own interests, 
because he simply doesn’t understand how 
to do his job.
Ben Carson is unqualified, and it shows
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Emily Barske, editor-in-chief
Isaac Sinclair, opinion editor
Adam Willman, community member
Sue Ravenscroft, community member
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Kappa Alpha Theta High Flyer 
Award
A donor established this award, 
given for the first time in 2011, to 
invest in a woman student who 
is an outstanding undergraduate 
leader at Iowa State University. 
The award recognizes a senior 
with a minimum GPA of 3.50 
who has demonstrated exemplary 
leadership skills.
Bailey Mooney, Biochemistry and 
Genetics, College of Liberal Arts 
and Sciences
Wallace E. Barron All-University 
Senior Award
The Iowa State University 
Alumni Association established 
this award in 1968 to recognize 
outstanding seniors who display 
high character, outstanding 
achievement in academics and 
university/community activities, 
and promise for continuing these 
exemplary qualities as alumni. 
The award is named for Wallace 
E. “Red” Barron, who served as 
director of alumni affairs at Iowa 
State from 1937 to 1968. Award 
recipients receive an Official 
Iowa State University Ring, 
compliments of the ISU Alumni 
Association.
Brooke Almasi, Public Relations, 
College of Liberal Arts and 
Sciences
Emily Barske, Journalism and 
Mass Communications/Marketing, 
College of Liberal Arts and 
Sciences 
Malik Burton, Speech 
Communication, College of Liberal 
Arts and Sciences
Chris Celona, Sociology/Criminal 
Justice, College of Liberal Arts and 
Sciences
Natalie Hanson, Biological Systems 
Engineering, College of 
Engineering
Daniel Jacobi, Finance/Economics/
Political Science, College of 
Business
Cody West, Biology, College of 
Agriculture and Life Sciences
W. Robert Parks and Ellen Sorge 
Parks Senior Scholarship
This scholarship, named in honor 
of Iowa State’s 11th president and 
his wife, is awarded to a senior 
student. This scholarship was 
given by the class of 1996 in 
honor of W. Robert Parks, whose 
21-year presidency (1965-1986) 
was the longest in the university’s 
history, and his wife Ellen, 
a scholar with a doctorate in 
political science who was an avid 
supporter of Iowa State’s library.
Vivian Cook, Performing Arts and 
French, College of Liberal Arts and 
Sciences
Sesquicentennial Learning to 
Live a Life Leadership Award
This award was established 
in 2008 by the university’s 
Sesquicentennial Committee as 
a legacy to Iowa State’s 150th 
birthday. Its name comes from 
a quote by 1883 graduate M.J. 
Riggs, the Memorial Union’s first 
president, inscribed on a wall in 
the union: “We come to college 
not alone to prepare to make a 
living, but to learn to live a life.” 
This award annually recognizes 
outstanding efforts by a junior or 
senior student to take advantage 
of opportunities at Iowa State 
University to apply his or her 
knowledge and leadership skills to 
real life projects.
Zoey Mauck, Landscape 
Architecture and Community and 
Regional Planning, College of 
Design 
David J. Henry All-University 
Leadership and Academic 
Excellence Award
This scholarship for a senior 
student was created in 1987 to 
honor David J. Henry, a 1971 
Iowa State graduate who served 
as assistant to former President 
W. Robert Parks for four years 
before joining a Des Moines law 
firm. Henry was 35 when he 
died in a traffic accident in 1983. 
The recipient must demonstrate 
potential for an outstanding 
professional career and typify the 
leadership and academic qualities 
of David J. Henry.
Christopher Hernandez, 
Industrial Engineering, College of 
Engineering
Sandra and Lynn Davis 
Leadership Award
This award, established in 1996, 
honors Sandra and Lynn Davis 
who were involved in developing 
the concept of leadership awards. 
The Davises were very active in 
leadership activities during their 
student days in the mid-1960s, 
and Sandra Davis was chosen 
as chair of the Student Affairs 
Development Council in its first 
meeting in November 1993. This 
award recognizes a senior who 
has been a leader in any capacity 
on campus.
Abdelwadood Daoud, Mechanical 
Engineering, College of 
Engineering 
Matthew Swift, Materials 
Engineering, College of 
Engineering
David W. and Ellen J. Raisbeck 
Leadership Award
This award honors David and 
Ellen Raisbeck, 1971 graduates 
who have continued their 
interest in Iowa State University 
as members of the Order of the 
Knoll. 
Natali Jouzi, Nutritional Science 
and Dietetics, College of Human 
Sciences
Brandon Maxey, Architecture, 
College of Design
Charles F. Frederiksen 
Leadership Award
The Charles F. Frederiksen 
Leadership Award recognizes 
the contributions of a student 
in a leadership role within Iowa 
State University’s Department 
of Residence. It honors Charles 
(Chuck) Frederiksen who served 
as director of residence at Iowa 
State for 30 years before retiring 
in 1996.
Courtney Beringer, Mechanical 
Engineering, College of 
Engineering
Benjamin Dralle, Nutritional 
Science, Genetics, College of 
Human Sciences and Liberal Arts 
and Sciences
Enlow and Melena Ose 
Presidential Scholarship
The Enlow and Melena Ose 
Presidential Scholarship was 
established in 1996 to support 
student who meet all criteria to be 
named National Merit Scholars.
Cassandra Frazier, Architecture, 
College of Design
Prescott Family Scholarship
This scholarship is available to 
entering freshman students at 
Iowa State University who are 
residents of Marshall County or 
Story County, Iowa. The award is 
based on demonstrated financial 
need, and administered by the 
Office of Student Financial Aid.
Cassandra Weber, Design, College 
of Design
Gib and Nancy Stanek 
Leadership Award
This award honors Gib and Nancy 
Stanek. Both Gib and Nancy 
promoted leadership qualities 
during their student days in the 
mid-1950s. Gib Stanek was one 
of the original members of the 
Student Affairs Development 
Council that created the concept 
of leadership awards. The Stanek 
award recognizes a sophomore 
who demonstrates leadership 
through community service.
Lauren Niehm, Apparel, 
Merchandising and Design, 
College of Human Sciences
Carnot H. Thomas and Lillian M. 
Thomas Award
This scholarship recognizes 
an undergraduate student with 
financial need who shows 
academic achievement and 
professional potential. The 
award was established by 
Lillian Thomas, a former Iowa 
State student, to honor her late 
husband, who studied engineering 
at Iowa State. After his mother 
passed away, Carnot H. Thomas, 
Jr. added the recognition for her.
Lauren Mellenthin, Animal 
Ecology, College of Agriculture 
and Life Sciences
Walter J. Allen & Shaun B. 
Keister Scholarship
The Walter J. Allen and Shaun 
B. Keister Scholarship is open 
to undergraduate (sophomores, 
juniors, and seniors) and graduate 
students who have demonstrated 
leadership and involvement 
in the lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
transgender, queer, intersex, 
asexual, etc. (LGBTQIA+) 
community at Iowa State 
University. 
Tommy Wren, Microbiology, 
College of Agriculture and Life 
Sciences
Scholar awardS
High Scholarship Award
Top two percent by college
This award recognizes the upper 
two percent of students by class in 
the six undergraduate colleges of 
the university.
College of Agriculture  
and Life Sciences
Freshman
Georgia Kate Ackley 
Lindsey Sue Bouska
Lauren A. Burrough
Jenna Paige Cowan
Emilie F. Kitterman
Sierra Marie Miller
Behnia Rezazadeh-Shirazi
Emilie J. Tamblyn
Briana Ver Steegh
Katelyn Ann Zimmerman
Sophomore
Alexandra Renee Babcock
Shannon Marie Breja
Sarah Leann Brown
Anna Marie Sophia Bruen
Madalyn A. Casady*
Erin Renae Chalupa
Holly Lorraine Cook
Inna Marie Couri
Kendall Rex Davis
Maria Jolene Geisler
Aaron Michael Gerdts
Megan Marie Hogan
Grant Axel Johnson
Kelsey Diane Karnish
Emma Kristen Kehrli
Emma Lewin Kelly
Anna Kathleen Kilhoffer
Maia Nicole Lawson
Diana Matache
Tyler Jason Uwe Meyer
Lauren Cecile Parker
Payton L. Phelps
Dalena Renee Rogers
Chloe Elizabeth Ryan
Alyssa Lynn Sandblom
Ellen Marie Sattler
Daisy Smith
Elizabeth Suzanne Smith
Matthew Gerrit Van Engen
Alexis B. Wyckoff
Junior
Audrey Marie Ade
Riley Dean Arthur
Kaleb Wade Baber
Mark A. Bertolami*
Makenzie Lee Dejno
Alyssa M. Dougherty
Emily Lynn Franciskato
Kayleen Rea Hammer
Julia Marie Harris
Emily Kay Hugen
Charles William Love
Katrina Marie McCarty
Jessica Esta Meseck
Jordon E. Oellerich
Alexander Frank Polnow
Dylan Lee Schultz 
Levi Joseph Schwartz
Alexandra Lee Stainbrook
Amanda James Svoboda
Caroline Grace Treadwell
Emma Olivia Troyer
Bailey Marie Tuttle
Sydney Marie Weldon
Justin John Wigdahl
Clara Marie Young
Senior
Benjamin Robert Arends
Angela M. Arensmeier
Thadeus Lyndon Beekman
Olivia Johanna Bisbee*
Emma E. Bravard
Megan Kathleen Conry
Hannah Elizabeth Corey
Joshua James R. Degroot
Anna Elizabeth Drahos
Allison Elizabeth Faivre
Grace Marie Feilmeier
Daniel Norman Feucht
Sarah Beth Freeze
Megan Nicole Frohwein
Elizabeth Lee Garzon 
Grace Nicole Gasser
Mykayla Anne Getschel
John Joseph Green
Jennie Rae Greene
Brandon Lee Hanson
Raegan Sue Hoefler
Shana Danae Hudson
Catherine Louise Isley*
Samantha Joann Jamison
Brianna Kathleen Jones
Mitchell Edward Juhl
Alexander T. Karnish
Morgan Jean Kroymann*
Ellen Margaret Meis
Jennifer Nicole Neumayer*
Sabrina Lee Portner
Shannon Nicole Rauter
Marissa Nicole Roghair*
Ashley Morgan Vaughan
Allison Claire Volk
College of Business
Freshman
Christopher C. Anderson
Isaac Ray Arnold
Avery James Baldwin
Lachlan Barker
Connor Michael Bean
James Edward Boals
Nicole Lynn Breon
Ashlee Anne Eaton
Brenden Dean Ellis
Jared James Erickson
Benjamin Franks
Megan Leigh Giesen
Kourtney Nicole Graham
Matthew R. Kerton
Katie Lynn Koehler*
Robert Kohman
Zachary Douglas Koski
Brooke Elizabeth Kramer
Daniel Stefano Kranovich
Grace Madigan
Tyler Andrew Marceau
Carter William Mumm
Madeline Kalleen Murphy
Matthew Lee Nelson
Conner James Pitz
Trenton Mitchell Pride
Griffin Thomas Radford
Jacob Patrick Simmons
Farhanudin Syed
Kennedy Tranel
Autumn Justine Vander Waal
Nathaniel Martin Vasey
Sophomore
Ally Nichole Becker
Noah D. Beukelman
Madeline Grace Brandt
Aaron Christopher Bryant
Justin Lee Cao
Trey E. Clifton
Anthony Michael R T Dahmen
Emily Frances Davidson
Cameron Brady Denker
Briannah Marie Farhat
Ryan Hofer
Tyler Maurice Ingebrand
Anastasia Elizabeth Johnson
Catherine Ellain Kamerick
Olivia Marie King
Emma Laverne Krell
Megan E. McAllister
Lydia Marie Moser
McKella M. Nordquist*
Noah Gene Peters*
Kimberly M. Schmerbach*
Taylor Marie Sernett
Isaac M. Stitz
Jaden Uhl
James Roger Van Diest
Kathryn Ann Vande Wall*
Tianchen Wang
Charles E. Weible
Junior
Ross Allen Ackerman
Rachel Marie Anfinson
Tyler John Battle
Julia Louise Beswick
Sophie Ruthann Buchmayer
Emma Sue Chizek
Katherine Lily Closson
Rose Maxine Eischeid
Will Fraser
Adam M. Friesth
Andrew David Girres
Julia Carol Hall
Nicholas Noble Hanstad
Bryce Alan Hosting
Ellen Berniece Jasper
Hannah Renee Kath
Alison Carrie Kruse
Jared Scott Lagomarcino
Ethan Cole Laughery
Scott Patrick Macarthy
Brianna Lyn Masten
Annalise C. Meier
Tammie Young Brann Melton*
Audrey Kay Nelson
Thomas George Pollard*
Zhaoying Qin
Hannah Marie Sams
Matthew Robert Scott
Joseph Peter Stammeyer
Madeline Elizabeth Swegle
Kalista Frances Velman
Charlotte Todd Wolf
Makenzi Rose Zikas
Senior
Keely Sarah Acheson
Brooklyn Marie Allgood
Erik Patrick Birnbaum
Olivia Johanna Bisbee*
Alyx Kasey Bodholdt
Samuel Diedrick Brinkman
Michaela K. Christian
Collin Michael Coffey
Bridget Rae Concannon
Alexa Terese Cross*
Jacob David Decker
Micaela Troy Derry
Julia Grace Diehl
Margaret Ann Duffield
Camila B. Feliciano De Lima
Anna Eileen Gravrok
Lauren Elizabeth Groth
Joseph Adam Gunkelman
Katlyn Janette Hardecopf
Gabrielle Lynn Hemesath
Carly Rose Hewitt
Timothy James Hines
Douglas Michael Hopper
Nicholas John Hough
Jacquelyn Huynh
Thomas Paul Kennedy
John Thomas Kofmehl
Vincent Leo Locascio
Kylie Elizabeth Mickelson
Joseph Louis Miller
Rachel Ann Miller
Scott Harvey Moss
Tayler Lonnie Pettit
Laura Christine Riese
Molly Katherine Ryan
Marissa Mae Sankey
Ellen Lynne Schlarmann
Ewan Thomas Shortess
Jasmine Jane Staebler
Madoka Tomono
Hanson Yan
College of Design
Freshman
Caitlyn  Chellew
Michelle L. Cripe
Kersten Mae Decker
Brytni J. Drevlow
Dai Tan Le
Luke Yaeger McDonell
Cameron Evan Wahlberg
Sophomore
Kimberly Becker
Helen Elizabeth Black
Nicholas Peter Demaree
Michael Robert Fritz
Benjamin James Grote
Madeleine Markel Loyd
McKella M. Nordquist*
Shivangn Nikulkumar Patel
Anne Christina Sigmon
Abby Lynn Tornow
Bethany Bac-Nghi Trang
Anthony Matthias Ward
Junior
Diandra Eileen Duenser
Zoey Zhongmei Lazere
Brandon M. Leeder
Tilessa Elizabeth Leiting
Abigail K. Luchsinger
Rachel Marie Lyle
Emmeline P. Nooren
Nathan Alan Sands
Gregory Steven Schaub
Senior
Hannah Marie Brus
Anna Marie Busch
Derek Myles Coulter 
Katie Ann Duval
Noah Albert Garwood
Haley Elizabeth Grote
Douglas Hutchinson
Timothy James Kerkhove
Breanna Jean Kixmiller
Trevor John Kliever 
Kelly Rose Naumann
Elizabeth Nichole Reed
Alice Anne Tosi
Linda Marie Voigt*
Devin Marcus Walker
Christopher James Yanulis
College of Engineering
Freshman
Jacob Vincent Bernardi
Matthew Edward Biegger
Patrick Niven Bruce
Emma Rose Brungardt
Tyler Cascalho Cox
Lucas James Duffy
Rainer Keki Erani
Joshua Steven Hansel
Victoria Helen Hennessey
Christine Jennifer Hess
Benjamin Lee Huinker
Zacharias M. Komodromos
Brina Marie Kraft
Kristen Lynn Naber
Seth J. Pierce
Austin Thomas Pietrowski
Noah David Sander
Stewart J. Savela
Kamryn Schlag
Cole Mitchell Smith
Cory B. Smith
Bryce Stubbings
Logan Scott Swayne
Arushi Tiwari
Kevin Charles Waller
Colin Harris Wendt
Clarissa Leeann Woodward
Jingyi Yang
Abigail M. Zimmerman
Axel Jeric Zumwalt
Sophomore
Antonio Joseph Amadio
W Appuhamilage Janith 
Dakshitha Amarasinghe
Logan Michael Armbrust
William Russell Beachner
Austin Behrends
Nathan Dean Bellows*
Emalee A. Benkufsky
Jared Benson
Dakota John Berbrich
Carolyn Faye Bernemann
Parker L. Bibus
Adam Edward Bodenham
Casey Bradt
Erich H. Brandt
Matthew K. Brandt
Taylor Rose Butler
James D. Camp
Aman Zachary Singh Cerny
Ty Emerson Corrigan
Brandon Theodore Crow
Matthew Reed Dodge
Madison Lee Drent
Matthew Alan Eisner
Michael Allen England
Adam Elias Ford
Joshua Kirby French
Adam Joseph Giazzon
Jonathan Dennis Greazel
Matthew Michael Green
Tyler Benjamin Groathouse
Bella I. Guyll
Alexander Daniel Haas
Hannah Lavonne Hagena
Nathan G. Hamel
Gage W. Harris
Anna Christine Hentzel
Megan Carolyn Hill
Dylan J. Hodge
Andrew Holman
Layton Wayne Howerton
Kate Ann Jaros
Lucas Adam Jurasek 
Alex Matthew Kauffmann
Mitchell Kiska
Marty Joseph Knepper
Jesse Knight
Bret J. Knous
Lucas John Knous
Willis Paul Knox
Charles Patrick Kolar
Divyesh Piyush Kumar
Evan Mathieu Kurschner
Matthew Jiwoong Kwon
Thomas Robert Lechtenberg
Jackson A. Lee
Annemarie Jayne Lemme
Bethany Lippert
Hayden John Lohse*
Quinn C. Lopreato
Matthew Eugene Lorentzen
Zack T. Lynch
Collin Robert Maahs
Alex Michael Maldonado
Brett William Manternach
Kyle J. Marek
Victoria Rose Martin
Zachary M. Mass
Connor McElroy
Joshua Middleton
Sarah Marie Miller
Joseph Henry Naberhaus
Grant E. Neighbor
Michael Jeffrey Neilson
Xarianna Ailime Nunez-Hiraldo
Rebecka Lynn Ogle
Kishan Patel
Karthik Ramanand Prakash
William John Pudenz
Bennett Ray
Eric Walter Reuss
Sofia Rodriguez
Nolan Alan Rogers
Anthony D. Rosenhamer
Gabriel Matthew Rueger
Jamie Abrial Sampson
Hannah N. Schaffer
Thomas Edward Schebler
Nicholas J. Schiefelbein
Jenna Kay Sell
Zane Gavin Seuser
Jacob Frederick Sommers
Morgan Lyn Stecklein
Tanner R. Stewart
Reid Mitchell Thoeny
Iris Marie Top
James Lefeber Trettin
Olivia Karen Tyrrell
Alexander Arnold Vande Loo
Phillip Daley Ward
Collin Phillip Wenstrom
Andrew Whiteman
Amy B. Wieland
Daniel Williams
Kyle Michael Willms
Alex Jordan Winter
Robert Andrew Wise
Allyson Wolf
Trent R. Woodhouse
Zachary M. Woosley
Mia Marie Wright
Ashwin Sairam Yedavalli
Jonathan T. Zaugg
Douglas Ambrose Zuercher
Junior
Brady Anderson
Christopher Allen Beck*
Riley Jean Behr
Noah Frederick Berthusen
Ethan David Brown
Taylor Vernon Burton
Jordan Kelly Cowen
Kevin Joseph Davis
Dakota Frederick Fouts
Austin J. Goddard
Noah Patrick Guyer
Cody Michael Haugo
Matthew J. Hermsenwhite
Paige Allison Jewell
Grant E. Johnson
Matthew K. Johnson
Seth C. Jones
Zachary Thomas Kauffman
Jenni S. Kroneman
John William Lavey
Brittany A. Lende
Christopher Lewis Lopez*
Justin David Massner
Brittany M. McPeek
Skylar Marie Pagel
Katelyn Jane Perkins
Dillon M. Peters
Nora K. Raine
Hannah Kaye Rhoads
Finlan Michael Rhodes
Bailey Jordan Righi
Thomas Benjamin Sheets
Laura Marie Snyder
Ross Christian Thedens
Charles Joseph Truka
Jacob Dillon Veatch
Benjamin Aaron Vogel
Joshua Russell Waite
Jenna Leigh Willenborg
Samantha M. Williams
Andrew Joseph Wilmes
Senior
Tyler James Archer
Scott E. Beard
Reid Chandler Behrens
Emily Benz
Connor William Born
Nicholas Paul Brylski*
Brett James Carrier
Nathan John Chapdelaine
Thomas A. Coleman
Joseph Herman Crowley
William James Crowson
Katelyn Culver
Timothy Charles Day
Travis Jeffrey Dingeman
Jordan Cornelius Eikamp
Jacob Thomas Feddersen
Patrick Leo Fiedler
Joseph T. Filbert
Shawn Patrick Flanigan
Erik Justin Francois
Tyler James Gathman
Luis R. Granadillo
Natalie Anne Hanson
Ryan Anthony Hayes
Logan Andrew Heitz*
Andrina Natsuko Helgerson
Ryan M. Hilby
Trang Thi-Thien Hoang
Richard Dean Hoobler
Cody John Hornyak
Preston Gregory Hoye
Evan M. Hundley
Nathan John Karasch
Gabriel James Klein
Tyler K. Knutson
Christopher James Konopka
David James Kuhn
Eva Marlena Kuntz
Tyler James Kutz
Colton Keane Leal
Benjamin L. Lenth
Matthew Thomas Lentner
Ryan James Menster
Akash Mitra
Benjamin John Mord
Jackson Myers
Brady Alan Nahkala
Todd Matthew Nelson
Kellen Edward O’Connor
Michael Matthew Otten
Willem Matthew Paul
Benjamin Charles Pieper
Nathan Edward Rider*
Austin D. Rohlfing*
Joseph Arthur Schiller
Luke T. Schoeberle*
Takao Shibamoto
Jonathan J. Slobidsky
Courtney Nicole Smyth
Jacob Matthew Sprengeler
Nicholas Joe Stasi
Nicholas Joseph Steinmetz
Brian J. Sukalski
Matthew David Swift
Autumn Lauren Talbert
Peter John Thedens
Ryan Joseph Thompson
Lindsay Timko
Mengyu Wang
Benjamin Welte
Nathaniel M. Wernimont
Nicholas Adrian Wijaya
Joseph Hyrum Williams
Brandon James Young
Robert Dean Zartman
College of Human Sciences
Freshman
Emily Margaret Bakke
Anna E. Blanchard
Amelia Judith Brown
Lucia E. Burzynski
James Chase Byrnes
Madison Kathleen Considine
Mackenzie Leigh Hailey
Bailey R. Junge
Elizabeth G. Klein
Katie Lynn Koehler*
Ryszard Jacek Koziel
Cailie Isabelle Logue
Meghan Elizabeth Shouse
Joseph Ivar Welling
Camille Wirkus
Kaitlyn Grace Wyllie
Sophomore
Lydia Anderson
Delaney Grace Christian
Tegan Leigh Cotter
Amanda Ann Dornath
Gabrielle Darlene Evans
Joshua Matthew Gassmann
Madalyn Rose Genskow
Kajsa Hallberg
Julia Elizabeth Hansen
Abigail Ruth Hartzler
Holly Diane Hatch
Abbey Michelle Heinrichs
Brooke Ann Huntington
Hannah Morgan Johnson
Brady Kane Kerwin
Emily Marie Leerhoff
Grace Lundquist
Sophia M. Luu
Madelyn A. McCullough
Allison Kate McDonald
Mary Anne Meis
Isabel Anne Mendoza
Taya Rae Miller
Maggie Jeanne Monroe
Camryn Kay Mork
Sophia Lorraine Nielsen
Jennae Elise Patras
Megan Lynn Poppens
Megan Marie Sansgaard
Kimberly M. Schmerbach*
Morgan Bethany Schonert
Hannah Marie Scott
Sara Lynn Siebrecht
Whitney Anne  Smith
Kathryn Ann Vande Wall*
Anna E. Weih
Lynette Marie Wuebker
Junior
Cameron Anderson
Kaitlyn Jewel Campbell
Makenna Lorraine Christensen
Ashton M. Ehrecke
Cortney Elkin
Elizabeth Ann Fennelly
Shonna Diane Gainey
Laura Harper
Emma Rose Kachelmeyer
Ryan Kelley Kinsella
Nicole Raeann Kling
Tammie Young Brann Melton*
Tessa Marie Mendoza
Peyton Patricia Payne
Sydney Lonija Rosenboom
Emma M. Ruehle
Brooklyn Cheri Starr
Erin E. Stein
Hannah M. Van Roekel
Morgan Leigh Wisnieski
Erin Wolter
Senior
Anna Ben-Shlomo
Cassidy Rochelle Bilharz
Madison Ann Bodholdt
Joshua Craig Borwick
Emily A. Clark
Alexis Maria Conaway
Alexa Terese Cross*
Benjamin Theodore Dralle*
Richard Nelson Gardner
Evelyne Elizabeth Guay
Haley Marie Haskell
Sunshine Lindsay Huisman
Jacob A. Kaufman
Zachariah Connor Kaufman
Emma K. Kelley
Mary Katherine Kirk
Sydney Jensen Lawrence
Jessica Pauline Lundberg
Nicole Anne Marg
Maria Anne McDonough
Emily Ann Meyer
Parker Todd Monsen
Melanie Suzanne Nesbitt
Jenna Lynn Petersen
Kylie Lauren Regensburger
Stephanie Marie Schneider
Samantha Soraya Shirazi
Zoe Marie Sirotiak*
Nozomu Tanaka
Jena Jenae Teed
Shelby Nicole Trinkle
Emmaleah Raffety Veldboom
Taylor Nicole Voorhees
Deanna Marie Worrall
Taylor Kua-Mi Young
Megan Marie Zurek
College of Liberal Arts and 
Sciences
Freshman
Courtney Noel Carter
Rose Elisabeth Dzhurov
Ana Macy Elliott
Madeline Ann Farringer
Abigail R. Gorden
Barrett William Hill
Jacob Logan Hitz
Marianna Grace Hurd
Natalie Lauren Jones
Katelyn Jane Lamison
Sydni Alise Lapsley
Cecilia Millane
Emily Ann Owens
Natalie Grace Pitz
Nicolas Christopher Ronkar
Justin Daniel Squillo
Alayna Kay Sweers
Kiersten Nicole Wineburner
Sophomore
Michael Christopher Banwarth
Nathan Dean Bellows*
Matthew David Bleeker
Martha C. Broadnax
Madalyn A. Casady*
Hailey Marie Collins
William Earl Crow
Megan Diane Eischeid
Grace Ekema
Augusta R. Hamaker
Hayley Ann Hartman
Emily Heupel
Madelyn Ashley Huinker
Sarah Jones
Rebecca Mary Kennedy
John Steven Lawless
Mason Aubrey Lawrence
Jennifer Anne Lelek
Aaron Michael Leppert
Hayden John Lohse*
Natalie Ann McClure
Ashlyn R. McEniry
Maeve Olmstead McGuire
David Robert McHugh
Aidan McCauley McSperrin
Cameron Scott Mitchell
John Mobley IV
Nicholas C. Oelschlaeger
Jillian M. Olson
Jacob Tyler Peake
Brandon Terryl Peck
Noah Gene Peters*
Renee L. Redmond
Elizabeth Ann Relph
Tia Christine Saddler
Jacob A. Schrader
Colby O. Schumann
Riley Jane Schwienebart
Rachel J. Steinbauer
Kerstin B. Swanson
Derek Thada
Courtney E. Tompkins
Grace E. Trembath
Brenda Adriana Villanueva
Maya Nancy Walker
Stephanie Anne Walton
Clara J. Wilhelm
Jace Gable Wolverton
Junior
Emma J. Ahrenholtz
Riley Dean Arthur
Blake Weston Beck
Christopher Allen Beck*
Aaron Thoreau Bendickson
Alaina Caroline Berg
Mark A. Bertolami*
Rachael N. Brady
Katherine M. Braught
Riley Patrick Cullen
Lucy Marie Dougherty
Olivia Jewel Gray
Ian Patrick Grunig
Misa Christine Hamanaka
Helena Marie Hansen 
Marie E. Hardt
Alyssa Marie Johnson
Adrianna Marie Kallis
Grace Ellen Kline
Erin Katherine Krage
Sarah Michaela Kreutner
Laura Ann Kurr
Katelyn Jo Kurt
Hannah Lo
Natalie Mae Lohmann
Christopher Lewis Lopez*
Krista Raelyn Moellers
Molly Katherine Muench
Spydel Larkan Nardy
Katelyn M. Noah
Matthew Philip Pauk
Madison V. Pincombe
Thomas George Pollard*
Nadine Nicole Quibell 
Matthew Alan Rayman
Abigail Laura Schafer
Samantha Lynn Schmitz
Christian M. Schnieders
Emily Rose Staples
Sydney Marie Weldon
Yijie Wu
Hexiang Zhang
Senior
Mary Katherine Albert
Peter Hans Bekkerus
Nolan Kenneth Brown
Nicholas Paul Brylski*
Ryan Edward Buls
Matthew David Cook
Vivian Gail Menefee Cook
Harry Alexander Crane
Tony Hoa Dam
Sara-Helen Davis
Julia Re Diemer 
Benjamin Theodore Dralle*
Emily Nicole Dux
Sydney Jo Ellis
Vanessa Ann Franklin
Baillie Elara Frizell
Logan Andrew Heitz*
RaeAnn Lynn Hiscocks
Catherine Louise Isley*
Katherine Anne Knudtson
Gabriella Lynn Kramer
Calvin Joseph Kranig
Theresa J. Krempel
Morgan Jean Kroymann*
Emily Kurimski
So-Yeoun Lee
Ye-Lim Lim
Gesila Ellen Macek
Bryn Mcgee Myers
Kalyca Johan Nardy
Jennifer Nicole Neumayer*
Mackenzie Leigh Novotny
Michael Thomas Onyszczak
Jessica Cathryn Parrott
Rachel Nicole Reyes
Nathan Edward Rider*
Carissa Love Roberts
Marissa Nicole Roghair*
Austin D. Rohlfing*
Matthew James Ryan
Thomas Stephen Scallon
Luke T. Schoeberle*
Jackson Ray Scholten
Zoe Marie Sirotiak*
Amy Kathryn Stark
Corydon Gerald Stark
Allison E. Steinebrey
Kylee Jane Stitz
Jonathan Edward Thielen
Natalie Morgan Vance
Linda Marie Voigt*
Brantley Michael Vose
John Lawrence Wahlig
Thomas Ronald Waltmann
Emily Rose Waskel 
Jill Marie Whitman
*Denotes top 2% in more than  
one college
owa State University is pleased to announce the names of 802 students who 
have outstanding records of academic achievement and service to the Iowa State 
community.
The excellence of our university community is built upon the excellence of our students, 
faculty and staff. These students have demonstrated their commitment to excellence by 
being ranked in the top two percent of their college by class or by their selection for a 
university leadership award.  
We congratulate them for their pursuit of excellence. We hope you will too.
I
 PurSuing ExcEllEncE These Iowa State students are doing it
Kappa Alpha Theta High Flyer 
Award
A donor established this award, 
given for the first time in 2011, to 
invest in a woman student who 
is an outstanding undergraduate 
leader at Iowa State University. 
The award recognizes a senior 
with a minimum GPA of 3.50 
who has demonstrated exemplary 
leadership skills.
Bailey Mooney, Biochemistry and 
Genetics, College of Liberal Arts 
and Sciences
Wallace E. Barron All-University 
Senior Award
The Iowa State University 
Alumni Association established 
this award in 1968 to recognize 
outstanding seniors who display 
high character, outstanding 
achievement in academics and 
university/community activities, 
and promise for continuing these 
exemplary qualities as alumni. 
The award is named for Wallace 
E. “Red” Barron, who served as 
director of alumni affairs at Iowa 
State from 1937 to 1968. Award 
recipients receive an Official 
Iowa State University Ring, 
compliments of the ISU Alumni 
Association.
Brooke Almasi, Public Relations, 
College of Liberal Arts and 
Sciences
Emily Barske, Journalism and 
Mass Communications/Marketing, 
College of Liberal Arts and 
Sciences 
Malik Burton, Speech 
Communication, College of Liberal 
Arts and Sciences
Chris Celona, Sociology/Criminal 
Justice, College of Liberal Arts and 
Sciences
Natalie Hanson, Biological Systems 
Engineering, College of 
Engineering
Daniel Jacobi, Finance/Economics/
Political Science, College of 
Business
Cody West, Biology, College of 
Agriculture and Life Sciences
W. Robert Parks and Ellen Sorge 
Parks Senior Scholarship
This scholarship, named in honor 
of Iowa State’s 11th president and 
his wife, is awarded to a senior 
student. This scholarship was 
given by the class of 1996 in 
honor of W. Robert Parks, whose 
21-year presidency (1965-1986) 
was the longest in the university’s 
history, and his wife Ellen, 
a scholar with a doctorate in 
political science who was an avid 
supporter of Iowa State’s library.
Vivian Cook, Performing Arts and 
French, College of Liberal Arts and 
Sciences
Sesquicentennial Learning to 
Live a Life Leadership Award
This award was established 
in 2008 by the university’s 
Sesquicentennial Committee as 
a legacy to Iowa State’s 150th 
birthday. Its name comes from 
a quote by 1883 graduate M.J. 
Riggs, the Memorial Union’s first 
president, inscribed on a wall in 
the union: “We come to college 
not alone to prepare to make a 
living, but to learn to live a life.” 
This award annually recognizes 
outstanding efforts by a junior or 
senior student to take advantage 
of opportunities at Iowa State 
University to apply his or her 
knowledge and leadership skills to 
real life projects.
Zoey Mauck, Landscape 
Architecture and Community and 
Regional Planning, College of 
Design 
David J. Henry All-University 
Leadership and Academic 
Excellence Award
This scholarship for a senior 
student was created in 1987 to 
honor David J. Henry, a 1971 
Iowa State graduate who served 
as assistant to former President 
W. Robert Parks for four years 
before joining a Des Moines law 
firm. Henry was 35 when he 
died in a traffic accident in 1983. 
The recipient must demonstrate 
potential for an outstanding 
professional career and typify the 
leadership and academic qualities 
of David J. Henry.
Christopher Hernandez, 
Industrial Engineering, College of 
Engineering
Sandra and Lynn Davis 
Leadership Award
This award, established in 1996, 
honors Sandra and Lynn Davis 
who were involved in developing 
the concept of leadership awards. 
The Davises were very active in 
leadership activities during their 
student days in the mid-1960s, 
and Sandra Davis was chosen 
as chair of the Student Affairs 
Development Council in its first 
meeting in November 1993. This 
award recognizes a senior who 
has been a leader in any capacity 
on campus.
Abdelwadood Daoud, Mechanical 
Engineering, College of 
Engineering 
Matthew Swift, Materials 
Engineering, College of 
Engineering
David W. and Ellen J. Raisbeck 
Leadership Award
This award honors David and 
Ellen Raisbeck, 1971 graduates 
who have continued their 
interest in Iowa State University 
as members of the Order of the 
Knoll. 
Natali Jouzi, Nutritional Science 
and Dietetics, College of Human 
Sciences
Brandon Maxey, Architecture, 
College of Design
Charles F. Frederiksen 
Leadership Award
The Charles F. Frederiksen 
Leadership Award recognizes 
the contributions of a student 
in a leadership role within Iowa 
State University’s Department 
of Residence. It honors Charles 
(Chuck) Frederiksen who served 
as director of residence at Iowa 
State for 30 years before retiring 
in 1996.
Courtney Beringer, Mechanical 
Engineering, College of 
Engineering
Benjamin Dralle, Nutritional 
Science, Genetics, College of 
Human Sciences and Liberal Arts 
and Sciences
Enlow and Melena Ose 
Presidential Scholarship
The Enlow and Melena Ose 
Presidential Scholarship was 
established in 1996 to support 
student who meet all criteria to be 
named National Merit Scholars.
Cassandra Frazier, Architecture, 
College of Design
Prescott Family Scholarship
This scholarship is available to 
entering freshman students at 
Iowa State University who are 
residents of Marshall County or 
Story County, Iowa. The award is 
based on demonstrated financial 
need, and administered by the 
Office of Student Financial Aid.
Cassandra Weber, Design, College 
of Design
Gib and Nancy Stanek 
Leadership Award
This award honors Gib and Nancy 
Stanek. Both Gib and Nancy 
promoted leadership qualities 
during their student days in the 
mid-1950s. Gib Stanek was one 
of the original members of the 
Student Affairs Development 
Council that created the concept 
of leadership awards. The Stanek 
award recognizes a sophomore 
who demonstrates leadership 
through community service.
Lauren Niehm, Apparel, 
Merchandising and Design, 
College of Human Sciences
Carnot H. Thomas and Lillian M. 
Thomas Award
This scholarship recognizes 
an undergraduate student with 
financial need who shows 
academic achievement and 
professional potential. The 
award was established by 
Lillian Thomas, a former Iowa 
State student, to honor her late 
husband, who studied engineering 
at Iowa State. After his mother 
passed away, Carnot H. Thomas, 
Jr. added the recognition for her.
Lauren Mellenthin, Animal 
Ecology, College of Agriculture 
and Life Sciences
Walter J. Allen & Shaun B. 
Keister Scholarship
The Walter J. Allen and Shaun 
B. Keister Scholarship is open 
to undergraduate (sophomores, 
juniors, and seniors) and graduate 
students who have demonstrated 
leadership and involvement 
in the lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
transgender, queer, intersex, 
asexual, etc. (LGBTQIA+) 
community at Iowa State 
University. 
Tommy Wren, Microbiology, 
College of Agriculture and Life 
Sciences
Scholar awardS
High Scholarship Award
Top two percent by college
This award recognizes the upper 
two percent of students by class in 
the six undergraduate colleges of 
the university.
College of Agriculture  
and Life Sciences
Freshman
Georgia Kate Ackley 
Lindsey Sue Bouska
Lauren A. Burrough
Jenna Paige Cowan
Emilie F. Kitterman
Sierra Marie Miller
Behnia Rezazadeh-Shirazi
Emilie J. Tamblyn
Briana Ver Steegh
Katelyn Ann Zimmerman
Sophomore
Alexandra Renee Babcock
Shannon Marie Breja
Sarah Leann Brown
Anna Marie Sophia Bruen
Madalyn A. Casady*
Erin Renae Chalupa
Holly Lorraine Cook
Inna Marie Couri
Kendall Rex Davis
Maria Jolene Geisler
Aaron Michael Gerdts
Megan Marie Hogan
Grant Axel Johnson
Kelsey Diane Karnish
Emma Kristen Kehrli
Emma Lewin Kelly
Anna Kathleen Kilhoffer
Maia Nicole Lawson
Diana Matache
Tyler Jason Uwe Meyer
Lauren Cecile Parker
Payton L. Phelps
Dalena Renee Rogers
Chloe Elizabeth Ryan
Alyssa Lynn Sandblom
Ellen Marie Sattler
Daisy Smith
Elizabeth Suzanne Smith
Matthew Gerrit Van Engen
Alexis B. Wyckoff
Junior
Audrey Marie Ade
Riley Dean Arthur
Kaleb Wade Baber
Mark A. Bertolami*
Makenzie Lee Dejno
Alyssa M. Dougherty
Emily Lynn Franciskato
Kayleen Rea Hammer
Julia Marie Harris
Emily Kay Hugen
Charles William Love
Katrina Marie McCarty
Jessica Esta Meseck
Jordon E. Oellerich
Alexander Frank Polnow
Dylan Lee Schultz 
Levi Joseph Schwartz
Alexandra Lee Stainbrook
Amanda James Svoboda
Caroline Grace Treadwell
Emma Olivia Troyer
Bailey Marie Tuttle
Sydney Marie Weldon
Justin John Wigdahl
Clara Marie Young
Senior
Benjamin Robert Arends
Angela M. Arensmeier
Thadeus Lyndon Beekman
Olivia Johanna Bisbee*
Emma E. Bravard
Megan Kathleen Conry
Hannah Elizabeth Corey
Joshua James R. Degroot
Anna Elizabeth Drahos
Allison Elizabeth Faivre
Grace Marie Feilmeier
Daniel Norman Feucht
Sarah Beth Freeze
Megan Nicole Frohwein
Elizabeth Lee Garzon 
Grace Nicole Gasser
Mykayla Anne Getschel
John Joseph Green
Jennie Rae Greene
Brandon Lee Hanson
Raegan Sue Hoefler
Shana Danae Hudson
Catherine Louise Isley*
Samantha Joann Jamison
Brianna Kathleen Jones
Mitchell Edward Juhl
Alexander T. Karnish
Morgan Jean Kroymann*
Ellen Margaret Meis
Jennifer Nicole Neumayer*
Sabrina Lee Portner
Shannon Nicole Rauter
Marissa Nicole Roghair*
Ashley Morgan Vaughan
Allison Claire Volk
College of Business
Freshman
Christopher C. Anderson
Isaac Ray Arnold
Avery James Baldwin
Lachlan Barker
Connor Michael Bean
James Edward Boals
Nicole Lynn Breon
Ashlee Anne Eaton
Brenden Dean Ellis
Jared James Erickson
Benjamin Franks
Megan Leigh Giesen
Kourtney Nicole Graham
Matthew R. Kerton
Katie Lynn Koehler*
Robert Kohman
Zachary Douglas Koski
Brooke Elizabeth Kramer
Daniel Stefano Kranovich
Grace Madigan
Tyler Andrew Marceau
Carter William Mumm
Madeline Kalleen Murphy
Matthew Lee Nelson
Conner James Pitz
Trenton Mitchell Pride
Griffin Thomas Radford
Jacob Patrick Simmons
Farhanudin Syed
Kennedy Tranel
Autumn Justine Vander Waal
Nathaniel Martin Vasey
Sophomore
Ally Nichole Becker
Noah D. Beukelman
Madeline Grace Brandt
Aaron Christopher Bryant
Justin Lee Cao
Trey E. Clifton
Anthony Michael R T Dahmen
Emily Frances Davidson
Cameron Brady Denker
Briannah Marie Farhat
Ryan Hofer
Tyler Maurice Ingebrand
Anastasia Elizabeth Johnson
Catherine Ellain Kamerick
Olivia Marie King
Emma Laverne Krell
Megan E. McAllister
Lydia Marie Moser
McKella M. Nordquist*
Noah Gene Peters*
Kimberly M. Schmerbach*
Taylor Marie Sernett
Isaac M. Stitz
Jaden Uhl
James Roger Van Diest
Kathryn Ann Vande Wall*
Tianchen Wang
Charles E. Weible
Junior
Ross Allen Ackerman
Rachel Marie Anfinson
Tyler John Battle
Julia Louise Beswick
Sophie Ruthann Buchmayer
Emma Sue Chizek
Katherine Lily Closson
Rose Maxine Eischeid
Will Fraser
Adam M. Friesth
Andrew David Girres
Julia Carol Hall
Nicholas Noble Hanstad
Bryce Alan Hosting
Ellen Berniece Jasper
Hannah Renee Kath
Alison Carrie Kruse
Jared Scott Lagomarcino
Ethan Cole Laughery
Scott Patrick Macarthy
Brianna Lyn Masten
Annalise C. Meier
Tammie Young Brann Melton*
Audrey Kay Nelson
Thomas George Pollard*
Zhaoying Qin
Hannah Marie Sams
Matthew Robert Scott
Joseph Peter Stammeyer
Madeline Elizabeth Swegle
Kalista Frances Velman
Charlotte Todd Wolf
Makenzi Rose Zikas
Senior
Keely Sarah Acheson
Brooklyn Marie Allgood
Erik Patrick Birnbaum
Olivia Johanna Bisbee*
Alyx Kasey Bodholdt
Samuel Diedrick Brinkman
Michaela K. Christian
Collin Michael Coffey
Bridget Rae Concannon
Alexa Terese Cross*
Jacob David Decker
Micaela Troy Derry
Julia Grace Diehl
Margaret Ann Duffield
Camila B. Feliciano De Lima
Anna Eileen Gravrok
Lauren Elizabeth Groth
Joseph Adam Gunkelman
Katlyn Janette Hardecopf
Gabrielle Lynn Hemesath
Carly Rose Hewitt
Timothy James Hines
Douglas Michael Hopper
Nicholas John Hough
Jacquelyn Huynh
Thomas Paul Kennedy
John Thomas Kofmehl
Vincent Leo Locascio
Kylie Elizabeth Mickelson
Joseph Louis Miller
Rachel Ann Miller
Scott Harvey Moss
Tayler Lonnie Pettit
Laura Christine Riese
Molly Katherine Ryan
Marissa Mae Sankey
Ellen Lynne Schlarmann
Ewan Thomas Shortess
Jasmine Jane Staebler
Madoka Tomono
Hanson Yan
College of Design
Freshman
Caitlyn  Chellew
Michelle L. Cripe
Kersten Mae Decker
Brytni J. Drevlow
Dai Tan Le
Luke Yaeger McDonell
Cameron Evan Wahlberg
Sophomore
Kimberly Becker
Helen Elizabeth Black
Nicholas Peter Demaree
Michael Robert Fritz
Benjamin James Grote
Madeleine Markel Loyd
McKella M. Nordquist*
Shivangn Nikulkumar Patel
Anne Christina Sigmon
Abby Lynn Tornow
Bethany Bac-Nghi Trang
Anthony Matthias Ward
Junior
Diandra Eileen Duenser
Zoey Zhongmei Lazere
Brandon M. Leeder
Tilessa Elizabeth Leiting
Abigail K. Luchsinger
Rachel Marie Lyle
Emmeline P. Nooren
Nathan Alan Sands
Gregory Steven Schaub
Senior
Hannah Marie Brus
Anna Marie Busch
Derek Myles Coulter 
Katie Ann Duval
Noah Albert Garwood
Haley Elizabeth Grote
Douglas Hutchinson
Timothy James Kerkhove
Breanna Jean Kixmiller
Trevor John Kliever 
Kelly Rose Naumann
Elizabeth Nichole Reed
Alice Anne Tosi
Linda Marie Voigt*
Devin Marcus Walker
Christopher James Yanulis
College of Engineering
Freshman
Jacob Vincent Bernardi
Matthew Edward Biegger
Patrick Niven Bruce
Emma Rose Brungardt
Tyler Cascalho Cox
Lucas James Duffy
Rainer Keki Erani
Joshua Steven Hansel
Victoria Helen Hennessey
Christine Jennifer Hess
Benjamin Lee Huinker
Zacharias M. Komodromos
Brina Marie Kraft
Kristen Lynn Naber
Seth J. Pierce
Austin Thomas Pietrowski
Noah David Sander
Stewart J. Savela
Kamryn Schlag
Cole Mitchell Smith
Cory B. Smith
Bryce Stubbings
Logan Scott Swayne
Arushi Tiwari
Kevin Charles Waller
Colin Harris Wendt
Clarissa Leeann Woodward
Jingyi Yang
Abigail M. Zimmerman
Axel Jeric Zumwalt
Sophomore
Antonio Joseph Amadio
W Appuhamilage Janith 
Dakshitha Amarasinghe
Logan Michael Armbrust
William Russell Beachner
Austin Behrends
Nathan Dean Bellows*
Emalee A. Benkufsky
Jared Benson
Dakota John Berbrich
Carolyn Faye Bernemann
Parker L. Bibus
Adam Edward Bodenham
Casey Bradt
Erich H. Brandt
Matthew K. Brandt
Taylor Rose Butler
James D. Camp
Aman Zachary Singh Cerny
Ty Emerson Corrigan
Brandon Theodore Crow
Matthew Reed Dodge
Madison Lee Drent
Matthew Alan Eisner
Michael Allen England
Adam Elias Ford
Joshua Kirby French
Adam Joseph Giazzon
Jonathan Dennis Greazel
Matthew Michael Green
Tyler Benjamin Groathouse
Bella I. Guyll
Alexander Daniel Haas
Hannah Lavonne Hagena
Nathan G. Hamel
Gage W. Harris
Anna Christine Hentzel
Megan Carolyn Hill
Dylan J. Hodge
Andrew Holman
Layton Wayne Howerton
Kate Ann Jaros
Lucas Adam Jurasek 
Alex Matthew Kauffmann
Mitchell Kiska
Marty Joseph Knepper
Jesse Knight
Bret J. Knous
Lucas John Knous
Willis Paul Knox
Charles Patrick Kolar
Divyesh Piyush Kumar
Evan Mathieu Kurschner
Matthew Jiwoong Kwon
Thomas Robert Lechtenberg
Jackson A. Lee
Annemarie Jayne Lemme
Bethany Lippert
Hayden John Lohse*
Quinn C. Lopreato
Matthew Eugene Lorentzen
Zack T. Lynch
Collin Robert Maahs
Alex Michael Maldonado
Brett William Manternach
Kyle J. Marek
Victoria Rose Martin
Zachary M. Mass
Connor McElroy
Joshua Middleton
Sarah Marie Miller
Joseph Henry Naberhaus
Grant E. Neighbor
Michael Jeffrey Neilson
Xarianna Ailime Nunez-Hiraldo
Rebecka Lynn Ogle
Kishan Patel
Karthik Ramanand Prakash
William John Pudenz
Bennett Ray
Eric Walter Reuss
Sofia Rodriguez
Nolan Alan Rogers
Anthony D. Rosenhamer
Gabriel Matthew Rueger
Jamie Abrial Sampson
Hannah N. Schaffer
Thomas Edward Schebler
Nicholas J. Schiefelbein
Jenna Kay Sell
Zane Gavin Seuser
Jacob Frederick Sommers
Morgan Lyn Stecklein
Tanner R. Stewart
Reid Mitchell Thoeny
Iris Marie Top
James Lefeber Trettin
Olivia Karen Tyrrell
Alexander Arnold Vande Loo
Phillip Daley Ward
Collin Phillip Wenstrom
Andrew Whiteman
Amy B. Wieland
Daniel Williams
Kyle Michael Willms
Alex Jordan Winter
Robert Andrew Wise
Allyson Wolf
Trent R. Woodhouse
Zachary M. Woosley
Mia Marie Wright
Ashwin Sairam Yedavalli
Jonathan T. Zaugg
Douglas Ambrose Zuercher
Junior
Brady Anderson
Christopher Allen Beck*
Riley Jean Behr
Noah Frederick Berthusen
Ethan David Brown
Taylor Vernon Burton
Jordan Kelly Cowen
Kevin Joseph Davis
Dakota Frederick Fouts
Austin J. Goddard
Noah Patrick Guyer
Cody Michael Haugo
Matthew J. Hermsenwhite
Paige Allison Jewell
Grant E. Johnson
Matthew K. Johnson
Seth C. Jones
Zachary Thomas Kauffman
Jenni S. Kroneman
John William Lavey
Brittany A. Lende
Christopher Lewis Lopez*
Justin David Massner
Brittany M. McPeek
Skylar Marie Pagel
Katelyn Jane Perkins
Dillon M. Peters
Nora K. Raine
Hannah Kaye Rhoads
Finlan Michael Rhodes
Bailey Jordan Righi
Thomas Benjamin Sheets
Laura Marie Snyder
Ross Christian Thedens
Charles Joseph Truka
Jacob Dillon Veatch
Benjamin Aaron Vogel
Joshua Russell Waite
Jenna Leigh Willenborg
Samantha M. Williams
Andrew Joseph Wilmes
Senior
Tyler James Archer
Scott E. Beard
Reid Chandler Behrens
Emily Benz
Connor William Born
Nicholas Paul Brylski*
Brett James Carrier
Nathan John Chapdelaine
Thomas A. Coleman
Joseph Herman Crowley
William James Crowson
Katelyn Culver
Timothy Charles Day
Travis Jeffrey Dingeman
Jordan Cornelius Eikamp
Jacob Thomas Feddersen
Patrick Leo Fiedler
Joseph T. Filbert
Shawn Patrick Flanigan
Erik Justin Francois
Tyler James Gathman
Luis R. Granadillo
Natalie Anne Hanson
Ryan Anthony Hayes
Logan Andrew Heitz*
Andrina Natsuko Helgerson
Ryan M. Hilby
Trang Thi-Thien Hoang
Richard Dean Hoobler
Cody John Hornyak
Preston Gregory Hoye
Evan M. Hundley
Nathan John Karasch
Gabriel James Klein
Tyler K. Knutson
Christopher James Konopka
David James Kuhn
Eva Marlena Kuntz
Tyler James Kutz
Colton Keane Leal
Benjamin L. Lenth
Matthew Thomas Lentner
Ryan James Menster
Akash Mitra
Benjamin John Mord
Jackson Myers
Brady Alan Nahkala
Todd Matthew Nelson
Kellen Edward O’Connor
Michael Matthew Otten
Willem Matthew Paul
Benjamin Charles Pieper
Nathan Edward Rider*
Austin D. Rohlfing*
Joseph Arthur Schiller
Luke T. Schoeberle*
Takao Shibamoto
Jonathan J. Slobidsky
Courtney Nicole Smyth
Jacob Matthew Sprengeler
Nicholas Joe Stasi
Nicholas Joseph Steinmetz
Brian J. Sukalski
Matthew David Swift
Autumn Lauren Talbert
Peter John Thedens
Ryan Joseph Thompson
Lindsay Timko
Mengyu Wang
Benjamin Welte
Nathaniel M. Wernimont
Nicholas Adrian Wijaya
Joseph Hyrum Williams
Brandon James Young
Robert Dean Zartman
College of Human Sciences
Freshman
Emily Margaret Bakke
Anna E. Blanchard
Amelia Judith Brown
Lucia E. Burzynski
James Chase Byrnes
Madison Kathleen Considine
Mackenzie Leigh Hailey
Bailey R. Junge
Elizabeth G. Klein
Katie Lynn Koehler*
Ryszard Jacek Koziel
Cailie Isabelle Logue
Meghan Elizabeth Shouse
Joseph Ivar Welling
Camille Wirkus
Kaitlyn Grace Wyllie
Sophomore
Lydia Anderson
Delaney Grace Christian
Tegan Leigh Cotter
Amanda Ann Dornath
Gabrielle Darlene Evans
Joshua Matthew Gassmann
Madalyn Rose Genskow
Kajsa Hallberg
Julia Elizabeth Hansen
Abigail Ruth Hartzler
Holly Diane Hatch
Abbey Michelle Heinrichs
Brooke Ann Huntington
Hannah Morgan Johnson
Brady Kane Kerwin
Emily Marie Leerhoff
Grace Lundquist
Sophia M. Luu
Madelyn A. McCullough
Allison Kate McDonald
Mary Anne Meis
Isabel Anne Mendoza
Taya Rae Miller
Maggie Jeanne Monroe
Camryn Kay Mork
Sophia Lorraine Nielsen
Jennae Elise Patras
Megan Lynn Poppens
Megan Marie Sansgaard
Kimberly M. Schmerbach*
Morgan Bethany Schonert
Hannah Marie Scott
Sara Lynn Siebrecht
Whitney Anne  Smith
Kathryn Ann Vande Wall*
Anna E. Weih
Lynette Marie Wuebker
Junior
Cameron Anderson
Kaitlyn Jewel Campbell
Makenna Lorraine Christensen
Ashton M. Ehrecke
Cortney Elkin
Elizabeth Ann Fennelly
Shonna Diane Gainey
Laura Harper
Emma Rose Kachelmeyer
Ryan Kelley Kinsella
Nicole Raeann Kling
Tammie Young Brann Melton*
Tessa Marie Mendoza
Peyton Patricia Payne
Sydney Lonija Rosenboom
Emma M. Ruehle
Brooklyn Cheri Starr
Erin E. Stein
Hannah M. Van Roekel
Morgan Leigh Wisnieski
Erin Wolter
Senior
Anna Ben-Shlomo
Cassidy Rochelle Bilharz
Madison Ann Bodholdt
Joshua Craig Borwick
Emily A. Clark
Alexis Maria Conaway
Alexa Terese Cross*
Benjamin Theodore Dralle*
Richard Nelson Gardner
Evelyne Elizabeth Guay
Haley Marie Haskell
Sunshine Lindsay Huisman
Jacob A. Kaufman
Zachariah Connor Kaufman
Emma K. Kelley
Mary Katherine Kirk
Sydney Jensen Lawrence
Jessica Pauline Lundberg
Nicole Anne Marg
Maria Anne McDonough
Emily Ann Meyer
Parker Todd Monsen
Melanie Suzanne Nesbitt
Jenna Lynn Petersen
Kylie Lauren Regensburger
Stephanie Marie Schneider
Samantha Soraya Shirazi
Zoe Marie Sirotiak*
Nozomu Tanaka
Jena Jenae Teed
Shelby Nicole Trinkle
Emmaleah Raffety Veldboom
Taylor Nicole Voorhees
Deanna Marie Worrall
Taylor Kua-Mi Young
Megan Marie Zurek
College of Liberal Arts and 
Sciences
Freshman
Courtney Noel Carter
Rose Elisabeth Dzhurov
Ana Macy Elliott
Madeline Ann Farringer
Abigail R. Gorden
Barrett William Hill
Jacob Logan Hitz
Marianna Grace Hurd
Natalie Lauren Jones
Katelyn Jane Lamison
Sydni Alise Lapsley
Cecilia Millane
Emily Ann Owens
Natalie Grace Pitz
Nicolas Christopher Ronkar
Justin Daniel Squillo
Alayna Kay Sweers
Kiersten Nicole Wineburner
Sophomore
Michael Christopher Banwarth
Nathan Dean Bellows*
Matthew David Bleeker
Martha C. Broadnax
Madalyn A. Casady*
Hailey Marie Collins
William Earl Crow
Megan Diane Eischeid
Grace Ekema
Augusta R. Hamaker
Hayley Ann Hartman
Emily Heupel
Madelyn Ashley Huinker
Sarah Jones
Rebecca Mary Kennedy
John Steven Lawless
Mason Aubrey Lawrence
Jennifer Anne Lelek
Aaron Michael Leppert
Hayden John Lohse*
Natalie Ann McClure
Ashlyn R. McEniry
Maeve Olmstead McGuire
David Robert McHugh
Aidan McCauley McSperrin
Cameron Scott Mitchell
John Mobley IV
Nicholas C. Oelschlaeger
Jillian M. Olson
Jacob Tyler Peake
Brandon Terryl Peck
Noah Gene Peters*
Renee L. Redmond
Elizabeth Ann Relph
Tia Christine Saddler
Jacob A. Schrader
Colby O. Schumann
Riley Jane Schwienebart
Rachel J. Steinbauer
Kerstin B. Swanson
Derek Thada
Courtney E. Tompkins
Grace E. Trembath
Brenda Adriana Villanueva
Maya Nancy Walker
Stephanie Anne Walton
Clara J. Wilhelm
Jace Gable Wolverton
Junior
Emma J. Ahrenholtz
Riley Dean Arthur
Blake Weston Beck
Christopher Allen Beck*
Aaron Thoreau Bendickson
Alaina Caroline Berg
Mark A. Bertolami*
Rachael N. Brady
Katherine M. Braught
Riley Patrick Cullen
Lucy Marie Dougherty
Olivia Jewel Gray
Ian Patrick Grunig
Misa Christine Hamanaka
Helena Marie Hansen 
Marie E. Hardt
Alyssa Marie Johnson
Adrianna Marie Kallis
Grace Ellen Kline
Erin Katherine Krage
Sarah Michaela Kreutner
Laura Ann Kurr
Katelyn Jo Kurt
Hannah Lo
Natalie Mae Lohmann
Christopher Lewis Lopez*
Krista Raelyn Moellers
Molly Katherine Muench
Spydel Larkan Nardy
Katelyn M. Noah
Matthew Philip Pauk
Madison V. Pincombe
Thomas George Pollard*
Nadine Nicole Quibell 
Matthew Alan Rayman
Abigail Laura Schafer
Samantha Lynn Schmitz
Christian M. Schnieders
Emily Rose Staples
Sydney Marie Weldon
Yijie Wu
Hexiang Zhang
Senior
Mary Katherine Albert
Peter Hans Bekkerus
Nolan Kenneth Brown
Nicholas Paul Brylski*
Ryan Edward Buls
Matthew David Cook
Vivian Gail Menefee Cook
Harry Alexander Crane
Tony Hoa Dam
Sara-Helen Davis
Julia Re Diemer 
Benjamin Theodore Dralle*
Emily Nicole Dux
Sydney Jo Ellis
Vanessa Ann Franklin
Baillie Elara Frizell
Logan Andrew Heitz*
RaeAnn Lynn Hiscocks
Catherine Louise Isley*
Katherine Anne Knudtson
Gabriella Lynn Kramer
Calvin Joseph Kranig
Theresa J. Krempel
Morgan Jean Kroymann*
Emily Kurimski
So-Yeoun Lee
Ye-Lim Lim
Gesila Ellen Macek
Bryn Mcgee Myers
Kalyca Johan Nardy
Jennifer Nicole Neumayer*
Mackenzie Leigh Novotny
Michael Thomas Onyszczak
Jessica Cathryn Parrott
Rachel Nicole Reyes
Nathan Edward Rider*
Carissa Love Roberts
Marissa Nicole Roghair*
Austin D. Rohlfing*
Matthew James Ryan
Thomas Stephen Scallon
Luke T. Schoeberle*
Jackson Ray Scholten
Zoe Marie Sirotiak*
Amy Kathryn Stark
Corydon Gerald Stark
Allison E. Steinebrey
Kylee Jane Stitz
Jonathan Edward Thielen
Natalie Morgan Vance
Linda Marie Voigt*
Brantley Michael Vose
John Lawrence Wahlig
Thomas Ronald Waltmann
Emily Rose Waskel 
Jill Marie Whitman
*Denotes top 2% in more than  
one college
owa State University is pleased to announce the names of 802 students who 
have outstanding records of academic achievement and service to the Iowa State 
community.
The excellence of our university community is built upon the excellence of our students, 
faculty and staff. These students have demonstrated their commitment to excellence by 
being ranked in the top two percent of their college by class or by their selection for a 
university leadership award.  
We congratulate them for their pursuit of excellence. We hope you will too.
I
 PurSuing ExcEllEncE These Iowa State students are doing it
Iowa State Daily   Wednesday, April 4, 2018NEWS08
The Iowa House passed legislation 
that would restrict the use of traffic 
cameras in Iowa.
The bil l  started out as a traffic 
camera ban when it passed the senate 
ear lier this year, but amendments 
made in the house changed the bill 
to allow traffic cameras in limited 
circumstances.
One new restriction includes a re-
quirement of a “justification report” 
for all traffic cameras. These reports 
are public record and have to be open 
to a public hearing before each pro-
posed camera can be placed.
The legislation would also ensure 
that any fine given by a camera would 
be the same as a fine given by an 
officer. 
This is a concern that was first 
brought up in the senate in regards to 
the traffic camera citations being civil 
penalties rather than legal ones.
In other words, traffic cameras, 
in their current state, are seen as a 
non-issue to people who can afford 
to pay the fine as there is no legal 
punishment attached.
Sen. Brad Zaun, R-Urbandale, said 
during debate on the bill, “If you are 
wealthy, you can get as many of these 
tickets as you want as they are not 
reported to insurance companies or 
the (Department of Transportation).”
In addition, the bill requires cam-
eras on primary roads to get approval 
from DOT before being placed and 
requires that they be calibrated each 
day to ensure that they do not falsely 
give out tickets.
In the Senate, most Republicans 
supported the legislation and most 
Democrats opposed the ban, but six 
Democrats did vote for the ban.
While the Senate approved the ban, 
the option to restrict rather than ban 
was narrowly shot down in an amend-
ment with a vote of 28-22.
S e n . To n y  B i s i g n a n o, D - D e s 
Moines, argued that the decision 
should be left to local governments 
and that the bill would put law en-
forcement officials in danger, espe-
cially on busy roads like Interstate 
Highway 235.
“To deliberately put their lives in 
jeopardy by telling them they have 
only one way to enforce speeds doesn’t 
show any respect,” Bisignano said.
Many of those who voted for the 
ban took issue with the process at 
which people received tickets or ci-
tations.
“The person who gets the citation in 
the mail is the person whose address 
the car is registered to,” Zaun said. “I 
believe, in this country, you have the 
right to face your accuser, but most 
importantly you are innocent until 
proven guilty.”
While some support a ban or addi-
tional restrictions, others believe that 
traffic cameras should remain in their 
current state.
S en . Be th  Wesse l -Kroesche l l , 
D-Ames, who ended up voting for 
the house revisions, said: “As far as I 
know they are not currently being used 
in Ames, but they should be left as an 
option for law enforcement officials.
“There needs to be a balance of 
safety and rights and the bill, when 
I read it, did not seem like it would 
infringe anyone’s rights. That being 
said, traffic cameras are very good at 
keeping areas safe; if you see a police 
officer you slow down the same way 
as if you see a traffic camera and slow 
down. In multiple instances across 
Iowa, traffic cameras have led to re-
duced accidents in a drastic way.”
Commander Geoff Huff of the 
Ames police said that he believes 
traffic cameras are unnecessary for 
the city due to low speed limits and 
relatively few traffic accident related 
injuries. Even still, he noted that there 
are some places that traffic cameras 
can improve safety.
“If you have a really bad area with 
lots of accidents, we can’t just have of-
ficers sitting in one spot all day long,” 
Huff said. “There’s probably a place 
for (traffic cameras), it ’s just that we 
haven’t done it here.”
Going on to explain that he believes 
traffic cameras should exist as tools to 
increase public safety, Huff disparaged 
the idea of using automated traffic 
enforcement to generate funding 
through fines.
“The idea of any traffic enforcement 
is to gain voluntary compliance with 
the traffic laws,” Huff said. “If you 
put in a traffic camera and it reduces 
accidents and it reduces injuries, that’s 
probably a good use. But, again, if it ’s 
just to make revenue, probably not.”
Law enforcement officials lobbied 
against the changes, citing the safety 
increases, and they argued that traffic 
cameras were just another tool for law 
enforcement.
“Sometimes we don’t have the staff 
or funding required to enforce traffic 
laws in the state and traffic cameras 
provide a solution to that issue,” Wes-
sel-Kroeschell said.
The bill will have to be sent back 
to the Senate and eventually to the 
Governor’s desk before it becomes law.
Iowa set to restrict traffic cameras
COURTESY OF WIKIMEDIA COMMONS
Traffic cameras are only permitted in limited circumstances. A new restriction requires a justification report to allow cameras. 
BY DEVYN.LEESON
@iowastatedaily.com
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This Saturday, the Iowa State Weight Club will host its annual 
Bar Wars mock competition. This year however, Bar Wars is 
raising money for Sanford Children’s Foundation — a foun-
dation that is close to a member of the weight club.
Sanford Children’s Foundation, located in Sioux Falls, South 
Dakota, provides education and ground-breaking technology 
specifically for childhood cancer. The president of the Iowa 
State Weight Club, Ben Briggs, has a personal connection to 
the foundation.
“[Sanford Children’s Foundation] definitely helped my 
family and friends battle through cancer and many deadly 
diseases,” Briggs said.
Bar Wars has a goal of raising $50,000 this year and plans to 
donate to this foundation in future mock competitions.
“I thought that this would be a good way to give back and 
to involve the ISU Weight Club in giving back as well,” Briggs 
said.
Along with the general public being invited to participate or 
even just to watch, the Iowa State Weight Club invites many 
Division I schools to join the action such as the University of 
Iowa, University of Minnesota and Drake.
Individuals will participate in the squat, bench press, and 
deadlift. There are three attempts allowed for each lift. Social 
media director Austin Aiello explained, “Your score is based on 
the sum of your best successful attempts from each exercise.”
For some, training can start 15 to 20 weeks prior to power 
lifting competitions. However, a mock meet is a great way to 
practice, try out the sport, or in this case, support a great cause.
“You can kind of get a feel about what a power lifting com-
petition is like,” Aiello said.
The overall atmosphere of Bar Wars is laid back compared to 
actual competitions. Music is playing, judging is more lenient 
and the overall experience is laid back to encourage beginners.
Ben Neff, the membership director of the Iowa State Weight 
Club, stressed, “You don’t have to wear a singlet.”
Some choose to think creatively when it comes to dress.
“Guys the last few years have worn onesies or wear fake 
beards,” Neff said.
This atmosphere not only encourages beginners to come to 
Bar Wars, but also joining the Iowa State Weight Club.
“The weight club not only offers specialty equipment specific 
to strength sports, but also an environment filled with other 
people who are serious about lifting,” Aiello said.
The weight club has more than doubled its membership in 
the past year. Advertisements for events like Bar Wars bring 
in bigger crowds and more interest to the sport.
“We find many people who want to improve their overall 
fitness,” Briggs said.
The Iowa State Weight Club is surrounded by students that 
have a greater knowledge of lifting and are there to help.
“We have members who study nutrition and many different 
experienced members,” Briggs said.
This mock meet specifically gives participants an idea of what 
actual events will feel like.
“It’s a long event… after you’re done with bench, you’re going 
to be exhausted,” Briggs said. “This is a tutorial to power lifting.”
Weigh-ins for athletes participating begins at 8 a.m. this 
Saturday. Following weigh-ins will be a rules meeting, then 
lifting at 10 a.m. All Bar Wars events are held at State Gym.
The cost will be $10 per athlete and a dollar minimum for 
donations. Remember that all proceeds go directly to Sanford 
Children’s Foundation. Spectators are welcome and the entry 
fee is $5. T-shirts for the event are being sold for $25. The 
shirts are available on the Iowa State Weight Club Facebook 
or Instagram pages.
Keep an eye out for upcoming power lifting events this 
summer as well.
Lifting bars for a cause
MIKINNA KERNS/ IOWA STATE DAILY
Anna Johnson works out in the lower level of Beyer Hall on April 3, 2018. 
MIKINNA KERNS/ IOWA STATE DAILY
Bar Wars plans on raising a minimum of $50,000 and hopes to 
continue to donate to this foundation in the future. 
MIKINNA KERNS/ IOWA STATE DAILY
Ben Briggs works out in the lower level of Beyer Hall on April 
3. 
BY BELLE.THRAPP
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Iowa State alumna, Sarah Ashby, shared one of her sexual assault stories and encourages people to make change and be supportive, no matter what the situation. 
STUDENT LIFE
When Sarah Ashby, a former Iowa State 
political science major, was still a student, 
she was drugged and raped by a stranger. 
Although that experience was traumatic 
for her, that’s not the story that she wants 
to tell now.
“I kind of feel like sexual assault, like 
rape, is already a topic that’s being dis-
cussed openly and so I think it might be 
better just to tell a second story,” Sarah said. 
When she was still in school, she worked 
on a congressional campaign with one 
of her teaching assistants as an adviser. 
They saw a lot of each other during the 
campaign, in class and sometimes around 
Ames, so they friended each other on 
Facebook. 
Sarah said that he would sometimes 
message her about random things or about 
the campaign, but one day he suggested 
that they hang out away from work or 
school.
“I told him that I would love to hang 
out and I didn’t say ‘as friends’ because I 
thought that was implied because he was 
three/four years older than me,” she said. 
“I didn’t think that I was giving out any 
signals that I was interested.”
On a night that Sarah wasn’t feeling like 
going out, she messaged him and invited 
him to watch a movie at her apartment. 
He agreed.
When he got to her apartment, the two 
were having a few beers before they started 
the movie, when he spotted Sarah’s cat, 
which she said hated to be picked up. 
“He still picked her up and was trying 
to force her to be held and that just really 
bothered me,” she said. “Forcing someone 
into something isn’t how you’re supposed 
to treat a person or an animal.”
She shook it off and they sat down for 
the movie. After awhile, he started touch-
ing her leg, then her neck and then he 
started kissing her. 
“I didn’t stop him at first,” she said. 
“But then I was like ‘yeah, I don’t want to 
do this.’”  
But when she told him it was time for 
him to leave, she said that he resisted by 
playfully arguing, bear-hugging her, pick-
ing her up, trying to kiss her again and 
trying to pull her onto his lap. 
She said that she never yelled at him, 
but she did tell him to leave or to stop in 
response to all of his advances. 
“He finally left and the moment I closed 
and locked the door, I just started crying,” 
she said. 
She said that this experience was more 
traumatizing for her than when she was 
raped for a few reasons. The first being 
that she remembers this experience, unlike 
when she was drugged. 
Also, she said there was more guilt 
associated with how she handled the 
encounter because she felt like she could 
have prevented it. 
“In my head I’m saying, ‘well I shouldn’t 
have asked him to come over, knowing that 
he kind of liked me, I shouldn’t have sug-
gested that we have drinks and I should’ve 
said stop more forcefully,’” she said. “That’s 
the worst part about it because it’s so ri-
diculous. Just because you don’t say no in a 
yelling tone, doesn’t mean that no doesn’t 
mean no.”
Sarah described herself as strong and 
outspoken, and she surprised herself by not 
doing anything at the time. 
But in that moment, she said she felt 
like she couldn’t do anything because it 
was someone she knew and trusted and 
she didn’t want to ruin their friendly rela-
tionship as colleagues. 
She said that not only was the experience 
more traumatizing, but she’s more afraid to 
tell people about this because she feels like 
when she speaks out about it, people don’t 
understand that it is a big deal.
“When you speak out about it, you want 
people to notice and make a change, but if 
people are just kind of rolling their eyes at 
your situation, then they’re not going to 
make a change,” she said. 
She believes that not making a big deal 
out of this situation enforces the idea that 
women should avoid being victims more 
than men should avoid being harassers. 
“We teach girls that they don’t have 
a right to do what they need to do for 
themselves, we teach them that they need 
to do whatever they need to do to please 
guys,” she said. “The pressure shouldn’t be 
on women to avoid these situations or to 
say no stronger, it should be on the guys to 
not put us in those situations.”
Although this experience was hard for 
Sarah, she said that she doesn’t have any 
residual trauma or PTSD. 
“If I’m asking a guy over I’ll stop for 
a second, remember what happened and 
worry that I’m giving him the wrong idea, 
but I know it’s not my job to keep him from 
acting inappropriately.”
A second story 
on sexual 
assault
BY MEGAN.SALO
@iowastatedaily.com
 What is consent?
According to Planned 
Parenthood, consent is:
Freely given: you can’t give 
consent if you’re drunk, high 
or passed out.
Reversible: it’s okay to say 
yes and then change your 
mind - at any time!
Informed: you can only 
consent to something if you 
have all the facts.
Enthusiastic: when it comes 
to sex, you should do stuff 
you WANT to do, not things 
people expect you to do.
Specific: saying yes to one 
thing doesn’t mean you’re 
saying yes to other things.
Brought to you by:
Visit: Iowastatedaily.com for information.
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Sponsored by: College of Agriculture & Life Sciences and Committee on Lectures (funded by Student Government)
Amy Asmus
Advancing Agriculture through AGvocacy, Partnerships, and Collaboration
Wednesday, April 4, 2018 - 7pm
Dolezal Auditorium, 127 Curtiss Hall
What is Possible?
Amy Asnus vice president of the family-owned chemical supply 
company Asmus Farm Supply, took an unlikely path to agriculture. 
An increase of 3.8 percent to Iowa State Uni-
versity undergraduates has been proposed 
for the upcoming academic year, as outlined 
by the Iowa Board of Regents.
Included in the agenda for the upcoming 
Regents meeting April 12, the board will 
consider the proposed increases which are 
scheduled for  nal approval at the June 2018 
meeting.
Currently, Iowa State undergraduate stu-
dents pay $7,457 in mandatory tuition and 
fees. For resident students, an increase of 3.8 
percent is about $284. For non-resident stu-
dents, however, its $852.
 e University of Iowa, if approved in its 
current form by the Regents, would also see a 
3.8 percent tuition increase.  e University of 
Northern Iowa would see a smaller increase, 
however, of 2.8 percent.
 e proposal comes just a week after Gov. 
Kim Reynolds approved $10.9 million in 
midyear cuts to the Iowa Board of Regents 
that will be absorbed by both Iowa State and 
the University of Iowa.
According to the tuition proposal, the Iowa 
Regents requested an appropriation increase 
for Fiscal Year 2019 of $12 million that 
would “be used for financial aid to resident 
undergraduate students.” However, the Iowa 
Legislature has yet to approve this.
 e tuition proposal outlined by the Regents 
also comes nearly nine months after interim 
Iowa State President Ben Allen outlined in 
August a 7 percent undergraduate tuition 
increase each year for  ve years.
Student Government President-elect Julian 
Neely said that while it would have been better 
for students and families to know the proposed 
tuition increase sooner, he sees it as a fault of 
the Iowa Legislature for disinvesting in higher 
education.
“Now, we have to develop an action plan to 
[help] legislators understand the importance 
of education,” he said.
Neely said that when speaking with the 
Regents at the next meeting on April 11 and 
April 12, a big piece of the conversation will 
be asking if the increase is needed, as well as 
highlighting the impact it has on the Iowa 
State community.
Raising concerns of retention, Neely pointed 
to a last-minute tuition increase as putting stu-
dents in a tricky situation because it increases 
their  nancial need yet funding options, such 
as scholarships, have already passed.
Also submitted to the Regents for approval 
are di erential tuition rates for speci c pro-
grams at Iowa State.
According to the proposal, Iowa State’s goal 
is to “simplify di erential tuition rates over 
the next three years by phasing into just two 
di erential rate categories — A and B.
Rate A includes a differential increase of 
$1,600 once fully phased in that is applied 
to resident, non-resident and international 
graduate students within speci c programs in 
the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, 
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Human Sciences 
and the College of Design.
Rate B, which focuses on the Ivy College of 
Business, College of Business and some pro-
grams within the College of Agriculture and 
Life Sciences includes a di erential increase 
of $2,614 for resident graduate students and 
$3,026 for non-resident and international 
graduate students after a two-year phase in.
Iowa State is also proposing a $542 tuition 
increase for all international students. When 
approved, it will serve as the  nal installment 
of a three-year phase in.
Tuition may increase 3.8 percent
CAMPUS
MAX GOLDBERG/ IOWA STATE DAILY
Regents Michael Richards, Milt Dakovich, Rachel Johnson, and Larry McKibben (L-R) listen to Iowa School for the Deaf superintendent Steve Gettel speak during a Board of Regents meeting.
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